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Interview conditions  

Who answers the questionnaire? RDQ 

1. The interviewee him/herself  
2. Another person in the household 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONNAIRE  

To be conducted for all people aged 15 years and over on 31 December 2007 

(Age on 31 December 2007: AG) 



 

 
Given the favourable opinion granted by the National Council for Statistical Information, this 
survey, which is considered to be of general interest and statistical quality, is compulsory, 
in application of the modified law no. 51-711 (7 June 1951) on obligation, coordination and 
privacy in statistics. 

Certificate no. 2007T015EC from the Minister of the Economy, Finance and Industry valid 
for 2007. 

The responses to this questionnaire are protected by statistical privacy and are for the 
attention of INSEE. 

Modified law no. 78-17 (6 January 1978) on IT, file and liberties applies to the responses to 
the present survey. It guarantees the people concerned the right to access and correct data 
concerning them. This right can be exercised by contacting INSEE's regional directorates. 

 

Reading the filters  

- Grey box: concerns the whole of the module 

- Orange text centred in the middle of the page: concerns all the questions which follow until 
the next centred orange text  

- Orange text positioned to the left: concerns the following question. 

If a question is subdivided into a), b), etc, the filter concerns all the subdivisions. If a new orange filter positioned to the left 
is placed before one of these subdivisions, it concerns all the subdivisions which follow, until the next question. 
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continuing employment survey 3 

 

 

A LABOUR MARKET POSITION   

This module describes the person’s situation on the labour market in relation to a reference 
week: 

Q carries out an activity during the reference week Q looks for a job during the four weeks 
ending with the reference week Q is available to work during the fifteen days following the 
reference week. 

The information in this module allows us to determine whether the person is, according to 
the International Labour Office’s definition, active and occupied, unemployed or 
economically inactive. 

These questions are asked of all people aged 15 and over on 31 December of the survey 
year. 

 

IF M. IS OVER 75 



(AG>=75) 

A1  Do you currently have a job?        TEMP 

1. Yes �Module B 

2. No �Module E 

 

IF M. IS UNDER 75 

(AG<75) 

PERFORMS AN EFFECTIVE PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY  

Performs a remunerated activity during the reference week 

 
 

A2  a. During the week from Monday… to Sunday…, did you perform at least one 
hour’s paid work?                            TRAREF 

1. Yes  

2. No � A3 a. 

 

     b. Was it?         TTRREF  

1. A regular job A5 

2. Only an occasional job or a casual job � A3 a. 

3. Only a training course in a company or government department 

 

    c. Was your job of a similar nature to that of your colleagues, or was it a training 
course merely designed to familiarise you with the company’s or service’s operations? 
           NATSTA 

 

1. The work was of the same kind as that performed by colleagues  

2. It was a training course merely designed to familiarise the person with the company’s or 
service’s operations 



 

Holding a paid job 

 

If M. did not have a regular job during the reference week  

TTRREF≠1 or TRAREF≠1  

A3 a. However, do you have a job (or: do you have another job)?   PASTRA 

1. Yes 

 
2. No ���� A3 d. 

b. Why did you not work as part of this job?          RABS 

1. Paid holiday (inc. reduced working time (RTT) days) � A4 a. 

2. Sick leave, accident at work  
3. Maternity leave, paternity leave (depending on gender) � A4 a. 

4. Part-time � A4  a. 

5. Parental leave  
6. Other unpaid holiday  
7. Training paid for by the employer, or in the framework of a training contract �A4  a. 

8. Partial unemployment (technical unemployment)  
9. Layoff, end-of-job period � A4 A4 A4 A4 a.  

10. Strike � A4 a. 

11. Period of low season in a seasonal job, or period preceding the start of a job � A3 e. 

 

c. How long was this sick leave (or: personal leave, or partial unemployment)?  
           RABSP 

If this interruption is not over, how long is it scheduled to last?....................................................... 

Indicate the duration with the Year/Month/Weeks/Days abbreviation  

If M. did not have a regular job during the reference week and did not have any other 

work TTRREF ≠1 and PASTRA=2  



d. Have you found a job (or another job) which will begin at a later date? PASTRB 

1. Yes 

2. No ���� A4 a.  

 

 

If M. has (or has found) a job which will begin at a later date  

RABS=11 or PASTRB=1  

e. At what date are you going to start your job (or your seasonal job)?  

indicate:  
1. the day (optional):          DATULTJ 

2. the month:           DATULTM 

3. the year:           DATULTA  
 

The PASTRF variable summarises the information contained in PASTRA and PASTRB:  

if PASTRA=2, then PASTRF=PASTRB otherwise PASTRF=PASTRA. 

 



 

Performing an unpaid job during the reference week 

If M. did not have a paid job during the reference week  

[TRAREF ≠1 and (RABS≠1,2,3,4,7,8,10)] or [TTRREF≠1 and NATSTA=2 and 

(RABS≠1,2,3,4,7,8,10)]  

    a. During the week from Monday… to Sunday…, did you perform an unpaid job?   
AIDREF  

1. Yes, to help a family member (without being an employee), for the family business, farm or 
practice (family worker)? ���� A4 c. 
2. Yes, to attend a training course (unpaid or barely paid) in a company or government 
department (this modality is not suggested if TTRREF =3) 
3. Yes, to carry out voluntary work � A6 
4. Yes, to carry out domestic tasks or look after family �  A6 
5. No, no work � A6 

b. Was your job of the same nature as that of your colleagues, or was it a training course 
merely designed to familiarise you with a company’s operations?   NATSTB 

1. The job was of the same nature as that of colleagues � A5 
2. It was a training course merely designed to familiarise the person with the company’s or 
service’s operations � A6 

c. Was it merely an occasional or one-off job?      TAFREF 

1. Yes  
2. No 

EFFECTIVE JOB SEEKING 

Based on the responses to the previous questions, two synthetic variables are constructed:  

(1) OCCREF=2 if PASTRA≠2 or TAFREF=2 or TEMP=1,  

otherwise OCCREF=1  

(2) ACTOP=1 if ((TRAREF=1 and NATSTA≠2) or (AIDREF=2 and NATSTB‡2)) or 

RABS=1,3,4,7,8,10 or (RABS=5,6 and RABSP≤91days) or (RABS=2 and RABSP≤365 days) 
or AIDREF=1 or CA=1 (on national service) or TEMP=1, otherwise ACTOP=2  

OCCREF equals 2 for people with a regular job during the reference week, 1 otherwise 

ACTOP equals 1 for people who are active and occupied according to the ILO definition and 
trainee civil servants who declare that they are working, 2 otherwise 

 



Would like and is looking for a job 

If M. had a regular job during the reference week or currently has a job OCCREF=2 or 
(ACTOP=1 and OCCREF=1)  

A5 Would you like to have another job in addition to or to replace the one you currently 
have? (or: the one you will have at a later date?)      SOUA 

1. Yes 
2. No ���� A7  

 

For those who have an occasional job or those who would like a job or (based on 3Q 

2004) who have a job starting later OCCREF=1 or SOUA≠2 or PASTRB=1  

A6 a. During the four weeks from... to..., were you looking for work, including part-time 
or occasional work? (or: did you take any steps in this direction?) 

MREC  

1. Yes 
2. No � A7 

b. Was this to find:         STCHE 

1. A salaried job  
2. Self-employment  
3. No preference for either  

If M. is under 65  

AG<=65  

A7 During the four weeks from Monday ... to Sunday..., were you registered as a job 
seeker (with the ANPE (National Employment Agency), the ASSEDIC (Association for 
Industrial and Commercial Employment), the branch of the ANPE in the municipality) (or: 
considered excused from looking for work by these same bodies) OFFICC  

1. Registered and not excused from looking for work  
2. Excused from looking for work 
3. Neither of the above 

 
If MREC = 2 ���� A9 

 

Search methods (MREC=1) 

During the four weeks from Monday… to Sunday…, 



 

If M. looked for self-employment  

STCHE=2,3  

A8 a. Did you look for a plot of land, premises, equipment, clients, or did you carry out a 
market survey?          MRA 

1. Yes  
2. No  

b. Did you try to obtain financial resources (public aid, bank loans, etc...)?  
           MRB  

1. Yes  
2. No 

 

c. Did you request a permit, a licence or permission to set up?     
           MRC 

1. Yes  
2. No  

If M. is looking for a job  

STCHE=1,2,3 

d. Did you seek advice from a public body (Chamber of Trade, APCE (Business Start-Up 
Agency)), (or: make contact with the ANPE, APEC (Association for Middle-Manager 
Employment) or another public body) to find a job? 

MRD  

1. Yes  
2. No 

 

If M. is looking for a salaried job 

STCHE=1,3 

e. Were you contacted by ANPE, APEC or another public body in connection with your 
job search?           MRE 

1. Yes  
2. No  



f. Did you have contact with a temping agency?      MRF 

1. Yes  
2. No 

g. Did you make direct contact with an employer? (by sending a CV, telephoning)  
           MRG 

1. Yes  
2. No  

If M. is looking for a job  

STCHE=1,2,3 

h. Did you go to an employment fair? (or: to an employment fair, a jobcentre, a trade 
forum, a recruitment agency)        MRH 

1. Yes  
2. No  

i. Did you get in touch with personal or professional contacts 

(family, friends, union, etc) to set up? (or: to find a job)     MRI  

1. Yes  
2. No  

If M. is looking for a salaried job 

STCHE=1,3 

j. Did you sit a test, interview, a competitive recruitment test, an administrative 
competition?           MRJ 

1. Yes  
2. No  

k. Did you distribute or display an advert to find a job?               MRK 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 

l. Did you reply to a job advert?         MRL 

1. Yes ���� A8 n.  
2. No  



m. Did you look at job adverts? (newspapers, notice boards, Minitel, television, internet) 
                               MRM 

1. Yes  
2. No  

If M. is looking for self-employment 

STCHE=2,3  

n. Did you look for a company, a farm or an agency to take over or take in leasing 
management?           MRN 

1. Yes  
2. No  
 

If M. is looking for a job  

STCHE=1,2,3 

o. Did you take any other steps?                MRO 

1. Yes �A8 p. 

2. No 

p. Describe these steps: ................................................................................................................................................ MROP 

 

IF M. had no regular job during the reference week and was not looking for another 
form of employment  

OCCREF=1 and ACTOP=2 and MREC=2 and AGE<65 

A9 Would you still like to work?        SOUB 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 
Based on the responses to the previous questions, the synthetic variable SOU is constructed:  

SOU=1 if SOUA=1 or SOUB=1  

SOU=2 if SOUA=2 or SOUB=2  

SOU equals 1 for people wanting to find another job or who want to work, 2 otherwise 



IF M. had no regular job during the reference week and was looking for another job 
MREC=1 and OCCREF=1 

A10 Are you still looking for work?      CONTCH 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 
 

AVAILABILITY FOR WORK IN TWO WEEKS  

 

If M. wants or is looking for a job or a future job  

[(SOU=1 or MREC=1) and RABS≠11)] or RABS=11 or PASTRB=1  

A11 a. If you were offered a job, would you be ready to work in under two weeks? (or: If 
it was possible, would you be ready to take up your future job (or your seasonal job) in under 
two weeks)                DISPOC 

 

 

1. Yes �Module B 

2. No 

 

b. What is the main reason for this?      NONDIC  

1. To complete studies or training 
2. To finish military or civil service  
3. You cannot leave your current job inside two weeks (if OccRef=2) 
4. You look after children 
5. Because of personal or family responsibilities 
6. Because of a temporary illness (under one month) 
7. Because of invalidity or a long-term illness 
8. Another reason � A11 c. 

 

c. Indicate this other reason: .................................................................................................................................... NONDIP 



 

B PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES  

This module describes in detail a person's professional activity in their main job 
(profession, employer, position and professional role, institution, status, contract-type), 
their hours and holidays, income and how long they have been working. 

It describes more summarily the person’s other professional activities. 

Questions are asked of all active and occupied people who are not doing national service. 

The people interviewed as part of this module satisfy the following conditions: ACTOP=1 
and CA1. 
 
 

IF M. IS BEING REINTERVIEWED  

If M. has a regular job and did not have a main employer or was self-employed (not 
working for a company) during the previous survey  
OCCREF=2 and (V1NBTEMP=3 or V1TAM1B=2)  

B1 Since the last survey, have you changed your main profession?                AP01A 

1. Yes � B4 
2. No � B3 

If M. has a regular job and had a main employer at the time of the last survey 

OCCREF=2 and (V1NBTEMP≠3 and V1TAM1B≠2)  

B2 a. Since the last survey, have you changed the place where you perform your main 
job?                   AP02A 

1. Yes � B4 
2. No  

B1 Since the last survey, have you changed your position or role?             AP03A 

1. Yes  
2. No  

If M. has not changed profession or position since the last survey 

AP01A=2 or AP03A=2  



B3 In your main profession at the time of the last survey, you were (profession), you 
performed this profession, as an employee, for a single employer (employer’s name). 

Or: You performed this profession, as an employee, for (employer’s name), your main 
employer and for another employer (name) or for two other employers (names) 

Or: You performed this profession, as an employee, for several employers (without a main 
employer) 

Or: You helped a member of your household in their work without being an employee. Or: 
You helped family member (this person's profession) without being an employee. Or: Your 
company was (employer’s name). You were self-employed or a worked as head of this 
company. Or: You were self-employed and performed this profession in your own name 
(employer). 

Is this still the case?                AP0B 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 

IF M. IS BEING INTERVIEWED FOR THE FIRST TIME OR HA S CHANGED THEIR 

MAIN PROFESSION SINCE THE PREVIOUS SURVEY (AP0B≠1) 

 

PROFESSION AND EMPLOYER 

 

B4What is your main profession? (or: What was your main profession during the week form 
Monday… to Sunday…?)         PCLC 

....................................................................................................................................................................... (worded clearly)  
 

 

If M. has a regular paid job  

AIDREF ≠1,2 et (TTRREF=1 or PASTRA=1) 

 

B5 a. You perform this profession       STC 



1. In a self-employed capacity, or as a salaried company boss 
2. As an employee (other than company boss) � B6 
3. You work for or with a member of your family without being an employee � B5 c. 

b. Are you an artist-author (painter, writer, musician, actor, dancer...) or journalist?  ART  

1. Yes � B9  a. 

2. No �B9 a. 

 

c. Does the person you are helping belong to your household? (Or: You said that you were 
working with or for a member of your family)      AIDMEN  

1. Yes  
2. No� B5 e. 

 

d. Individual number of the person you are helping?    NAIC  

 

If this assistance is new since the last survey  

e. What is the profession of the person you are helping?   PAI  

............................................................................................................................................. (worded clearly) 

 
 

If M. is salaried  

STC=2 

 

B6 Do you currently perform (or: did you perform) this profession for…?      NBTEMP  

1. A single employer  � B8 
2. Several employers, but there is a main employer 
3. Several employers, and there is no main employer (child minders, freelance sales reps, for 
example) � B11 

If M. has several employers, one of which is the main one  

NBTEMP=2  



B7For how many different employers do you perform (or: did you perform) this 
profession? 

(or: Can you remind me how many employers you perform this profession for)  
           AM1NB  

 

If M. has a main employer  

NBTEMP=1,2 

 

B8 QUELX Is this? 

No. EMPLX What 
is the name of 
your employer 
(or: main) (or: 
What is the 
name of your 
second [or 
third] 
employer)? 

CHPUBX 
What type of 
employer is it?  
1. State  
2. Local 
authorities  
3. Public 
hospitals  
4. Private 
individual  
5. Public 
company (Post 
Office, EDF-
GDF, etc)  
6. Private 
company, 
charity 

 

ACTIVX 
What field 
does this 
employer 
operate in 

(clearly)? 

(if CHBUBX 4) 

QUELX 
Is this? 
1. A regular job 
2. An 
occasional job 

HHX 
How many 
hours a week 
do you work 
for this 
employer, on 
average 
(regular job)? 

HEFX How 
many hours 
did you work 
during the 
week from 
Monday… to 
Sunday… for 
this employer 
(occasional 
job)? 

1       
2       
3       

� B12 

HHX and HEFX are not requested at this point if M. has several employers  

if M. has a single employer HHX is asked in B38 

and HEFX in B49 

If M. is self-employed  

STC=1 

B9 a. Do you work for a company (exclude nominal partnerships...)?    TAM1B  

1. Yes  

2. No � B9 d. 



b. What type of company is it?                  TAM1C  

1. PLC (private limited company) 
2. Private professional company, or other company formed by individuals 
3. Limited liability single-member company 
4. Joint stock company or other company with share capital 

c. What is your status within this company?           TAM1D  

1. Salaried director 
2. Director with a majority investment 
3. Lessee manager or contract manager 
4. Director with a minority or equal investment 
5. Partner 

d. 

No. NOMSOC What is the name of the 
company? 

ACTIVX What is the business 

(clearly)? 
   
� B12 

 

If M. helps a family member and does not have a main employer  

(STC=3 or AIDREF=1) and NAIC=EMPTY  

B10 

No. NOMETA  

What is the name or company name 
of the institution to which the helped 
person belongs? 

ACTIVX  

What is the business 

(clearly)? 

   

 

If M. is salaried and has no main employer  

STC=2 and NBTEMP≠1,2  

B11 a. To be completed by the interviewer if there is no doubt. What is the nature of M.'s 
employers?          CHPUB 

1. State 
2. Local authorities 
3. Public hospitals 



4. Private individual 
5. Public company (Post Office, EDF-GDF, etc) 
6. Private company, charity. 

 
 

OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES  

 

B12 a. Do you have another profession in addition to your main profession, or did you 
perform another profession during the week from Monday… to Sunday…?   
          AUTSAL 

1. Yes  
2. No� B13 a. 

b. How many other activities?       AM2NB  

c. 

No. PROFES 
What is the 
profession 

(clearly)? 

STATUT 
What is the 
status? 

1. Self-
employment  
2. Salaried  
3. Family 
assistance 

CHPUBX 
What type of 
employer is 
it? 

1. State  
2. Local 
authorities  
3. Public 
hospitals  
4. Private 
individual  
5. Public 
company 
(Post Office, 
EDF-GDF, 
etc)  
6. Private 
company, 
charity (if 
STATUT = 
‘2’)  

ACTIVX 
What is this 
employer’s 
business 
(clearly)? 

QUELX Is 
this? 

1. 1. A 
regular job  
2. An 
occasional 
job 

HHX How 
many hours 
a week do 
you work for 
this 
employer, on 
average 
(regular job)? 

HEFX How 
many hours 
did you 
work during 
the week 
from 
Monday… 
to Sunday… 
for this 
employer 
(occasional 
job)? 

1        
2        
3        

 
 

IF THE JOB IS BEING DESCRIBED FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE SURVEY 

(AP01A≠2 AND AP03A≠2 AND EMPP FILLED IN)  

 



PROFESSIONAL POSITION AND ROLE  

We will now focus more closely on your job 

If M. has a job in a private or public company  

CHPUB=4,5,6  

B13a. In your (main) job are you (or: were you) classed as:?            QPRCR 

1. Specialised labourer or worker  
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker, workshop technician  
3. Technician  
4. Supervisor, administrative or commercial supervisor, sales rep (non managerial)  
6. Engineer, middle manager (except directors or their direct deputies)  
7. General director, direct deputy  
8. Office worker, sales assistant, service personnel  
9. Other � B13 c. 

 

If M. has a job in the public sector  

CHPUB=1,2,3  

b. In your (main) job are you (or: were you) classed as:?              QPRCU 

1. Specialised labourer or worker  
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker  
3. Technician  
4. Category C or D personnel  
5. Category B personnel  
6. Category A personnel  
7. Other � B13 c. 

c. Can you be specific? ……................................................................................. QPRAUT 
 

If M. has a job  

B14 a. What is (or: was) your main role?         FONCTC 

1. Production, works, operations  
2. Installation, repair, maintenance  
3. Security, cleaning, household tasks  
4. Handling, warehousing, logistics  
5. Secretarial, data entry, reception  
6. Management, accounting  
7. Sales, market development  
8. Studies, research and development, techniques  



9. Teaching, caring for people  
10. Other role � B14 b. 

b. Can you be specific? ............................................................................................................................................  FON10A 

c. In your main job do you (or: did you) have one or more employees under your 
responsibility or authority (not apprentices)?        ENCADR 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 

STATUS AND CONTRACT TYPE  

 

If M. is salaried, and has the same profession or position, and was not a trainee civil 

servant in the previous survey (AP01A=2 or AP03A=2) and V1TITC≠1 and STC=2  

B15 In the previous survey your status was (incumbent, contracted employee, self-
employed, fixed-term contract, open-ended contract, something other than a new employment 
contract (CNE), new employment contract…): … 

Is this still the case?             AP0C 

1. Yes  
2. No  

If M. works or worked in the public sector AP0C≠1 and (CHPUB=1,2,3)  

B16 a. Provide more details on this classification     GRADEC 

............................................................................................................... Indicate the grade, category, etc (clearly) 

 

b. Are you?          TITC  

1. Trainee civil servant or intern  
2. Incumbent 
3. A contracted member of staff  

 
IF M. IS BEING INTERVIEWED FOR THE FIRST TIME OR HA S CHANGED 

PROFESSION OR POSITION (AP01A≠2 ET AP03A≠2) 

If M. works for private or public company CHPUB=5,6  



B17 a. Are you employed by a relative who is self-employed?   SALPAR 

1. Yes  
2. No� B19 a. 

c. Is the person who employs you part of your household?                        MENPAR  

1. Yes  
2. No � B18 

c. What is the number of the person who employs you?    NPAR 

 

If M. is employed by a relative who is self-employed  

(SALPAR=1 or STC=3) and CHPUB≠4  

B18 Do you play a direct role in decision-making concerning the company, the farm or 
the legal office?         ASSOCI 

1. Yes  
2. No 

FOR EVERYBODY 

 

If M. is attending a training placement  

(TTRREF=3 and AIDREF≠1) or AIDREF=2  

B19 a. You told me that you are undertaking a training placement with a company or 
government department. Why did you undertake this training placement?  RSTG 

1. The placement was part of the education programme or studies you are completing 
2. The placement was suggested by the ANPE or by another employment body 
3. The placement was suggested by your employer 
4. You decided to do it on your own initiative, to acquire professional experience, for 
example. 

b. What is the total duration of the placement?     DURSTG 

Indicate the duration with the Year/Month/Weeks/Days abbreviation  

If M. is salaried and has an occasional job  

STC=2 and OCCREF=1 

 



B20 Do you have a work contract? ACONTR 

1. Yes  
2. No 

IF M. IS BEING INTERVIEWED FOR THE FIRST TIME OR HA S CHANGED THEIR 
WORK CONTRACT (AP0C≠1) 

If M. is a contacted employee, or works for a private individual or in a company 
(CHPUB=4,5,6 or TITC=3) and ACONTR≠2 

B21a. What type of work contract do you have (or: what type of contract is this)? 
 CONTRA  

 
1. Open-ended contract (including New Employment contract) � B21a.bis 

2. Fixed term contract, not seasonal contract � B21b. 

3. Seasonal contract � B21b. 

4. Provisional contract or temporary contract � B21b. 

5. Apprenticeship contract � B21b. 

 

 

 
 

If CONTRA='1' or if (V1CONTRA='1' and AP0C='1' and V1CNE=EMPTY)  

a.bis. Is it a New Employment contract?      CNE 

1. Yes � B23 a. 

2. No � B23a. 

b. What is the duration of the contract (or: of the provisional assignment)? DUDET 

Indicate the duration with the Year/Month/Weeks/Days abbreviation  

Si CONTRA='2' or '3' or '5'  

b.bis. In what year did the contract begin?     DEBDETA  

b.ter. And in which month did the contract begin?    DEBDETM  



If M. now has a provisional contract  

CONTRA=4 and V1CONTRA≠4 or PRES1=EMPTY) 

B22How long have you been a temporary worker?     TPSINT 

Indicate the duration with the Year/Month/Weeks/Days abbreviation  

If M. has a fixed-term contract, an open-ended contract or a seasonal contract  

CONTRA=1,2,3 and (from Q3 2006) CNE≠1 

B23 a. (However), is it a contract similar to a youth employment contract, a professional 
skills contract, a professional insertion contract or another assisted contract (or: A 
contract similar to a youth employment contract, an employment initiative contract, a 
professional insertion contract or another assisted contract (or: A contract similar to an 
employment initiative contract, a professional insertion contract or another assisted contract) 
STJC 

1. Yes  
2. No � B24 

b. What type of contract is it?       TYPC 

1. Qualification contract  
2. Youth sandwich training contract  
3. Sandwich training contract for unqualified under 22-year-olds  
4. Youth employment  
5. Solidarity Employment Contract  
6. Consolidated Employment Contract  
8. Employment Initiative Contract  
9. Cooperation Agreement (with UNEDIC – National Union for Employment in Industry and 
Commerce)  
10. Young people in business contract  
11. Minimum employment wage  
12. Employment initiative contract (from 2Q 2005)  
13. Professional insertion contract (from 2Q 2005)  
14. Future contract (from 2Q 2005) 

 

If M. has a fixed-term contract, a seasonal contract or a temporary contract  

CONTRA=2,3,4  

B24You have a fixed-term contract (or: a seasonal contract) (or: are a temporary worker). 
Is this your choice?          RDET 

1. Yes  
2. No 



 
 

EMPLOYER’S ESTABLISHMENT  

 

If M. has the same profession or position as in the previous survey (AP01A=2 or 
AP02A=2) and (V1FRANCE is completed or V1PCLC=EMPTY or PRES1=EMPTY)  

B25Your main profession involved your working at … Is this still the case?  AP0D 

1. Yes ���� B28a. 

2. No �B27 a. 

 

If M. is being interviewed for the first time or has changed profession (or position), and 
if s/he works for a private individual AP01A≠2 and AP03A≠2 and CHPUB=4  

B26 Do you work at the home of the private individuals who employ you?  SERDOM 

1. Yes  
2. No  

If M. is being interviewed for the first time or has changed institution AP0D≠1 and 
CHPUB≠4 and [(V1FRANCE≠EMPTY and PRES1=REPONSE) or V1PCL=EMPTY or 
PRES1=EMPTY] or [(AP01A=1 or AP02A=1 or AP0B=2) and CHPUB≠4 and ART≠1] 

1. Yes  
2. No 

B27a. Is the institution you work for located in France (or: Is your professional address in 
France)?          FRANCE 

In non-border areas the interviewer can answer directly – 

1. Yes � B27 e. 

2. No 

 

b. Can you indicate the country and the region where the institution is located? 
PAYREG 

 

................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



 
 

If the region is not in the suggested list PAYREG=Other 

c. What is this other region?       AUTREG  

 

......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
 

If the country is not in the suggested list  

FRANCE=2 and PAYREG=7 

c. What is this other country?      AUTPAY  

 

..................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

e. What is the address of the institution? (or: what is your professional address?) 

What is the institution’s number on the street?     NUMC  

What type of street is it?        TVOIEC 

What is the name of the street?       VOIEC 

Is there a second line to the address?      ADCOMC  

The municipality and département are coded automatically:  

in the event of failure, the following questions are asked  

What is the code of the département?     DEPATC 

What is the municipality?        COME2C 

Municipality name in capital letters      COMMUC 

If possible, indicate the institution’s SIRET number    SIRETC 

 
 



 
IF M. IS BEING INTERVIEWED FOR THE FIRST TIME OR HA S CHANGED 

PROFESSION AND POSITION (AP01A≠2 ET AP03A≠2) 

If M. is self-employed (not working for a company) 

TAM1B=2  

B28 a. Is it...          EXPLAG  

1. An agricultural concern� B28 b. 

2. A commercial activity  
3. A legal office  
4. A workshop  
5. None of the above 

 

b. What is the surface area of the agricultural concern (in hectares AA)? SUPHC 

 

If the surface area is under 5Ha  

SUPHC<5  

c. As the surface area of the agricultural concern is under 5 Ha, can you specify the area 
in acres?           SUPAC 

 

If M. works with or for a family member SALPAR=1 or  STC=3  

B29a. Do you hold part of the capital invested in the agricultural concern (or: 
commercial activity, legal office, workshop, business)?    CAPITA  

1. Yes  
2. No 

b. Is the agricultural concern (or: commercial activity, legal office, workshop, business) 
where you work totally owned by your family?      FAMIL  

1. Yes  
2. No  
 

If M. does not work for a private individual AP01A≠1 and AP03A≠2 and 
CHPUB=1,2,3,5,6  



B30 Approximately how many employees work for the institution which you work for 
(or: worked for)?         NBSALA  

0. Doesn’t know  
1. No employees  
2. 1 to 4 employees  
3. 5 to 9 employees  
4. 10 to 19 employees  
5. 20 to 49 employees  
6. 50 to 199 employees  
7. 200 to 499 employees  
8. 500 to 999 employees 
9. 1000 employees or more 

 
 

If M. is an employee of a company or works for a family member or is self-employed or 
is being interviewed for the first time AP0D≠1 and (CHPUB=5,6 or STC=1,3)  

B31 How many employees work for the company?     NBSALB 

0. Not applicable (company with a single place of business)  
1. No employees  
2. 1 to 4 employees  
3. 5 to 9 employees  
4. 10 to 19 employees  
5. 20 to 49 employees  
6. 50 to 199 employees  
7. 200 to 499 employees  
8. 500 to 999 employees  
9. 1000 employees or more 

 

USUAL WORKING HOURS  

If M. is being re-interviewed and has the same profession or position AP01A=2 or 
AP03A=2  

B32In your main profession, you worked (part-time) … days …hours a week on 
average. Is this still the case?         AP0E 

1. Yes  
2. No 

If M. is being interviewed for the first time or has changed hours or profession (position) 
AP0E≠1  



B33 a. In your main job (profession, name of main employer), do you work (or: did you 
work)?            TPP 

1. Full time � B4 
2. Part time  
3. Not applicable (for non-employees who don’t think this question applies to them) 

b. What type of part-time work is it?       TXTPPB 

1. Less than half-time (50 %)  
2. Half-time (50 %)  
3. Between 50% and 80%  
4. 80 %  
5. More than 80% 

c. What is (or: was) your main reason for working part-time?    RAISTP 

1. To perform another professional activity, or attend studies or training  
2. For health reasons  
3. You have not found full-time work  
4. To look after your children, or another member of your family e.  
5. To have free time or do domestic tasks  
6. Another reason ���� B23 d. 

c. Indicate this other reason        RAISTR  

..................................................................................................................................................................................  

If M. works part-time to look after his or her fami ly  

RAISTP=4 

e. Is this because:          GARDEA 

1. Child-minding services are lacking or are too expensive 
2. Care services for dependent people are lacking or are too expensive. 
3. Care services for both children and dependent people are lacking or are too expensive 
4. Another reason not linked to care services 

If M. is being interviewed for the first time or has changed profession and position or 
has changed hours  

(AP01A≠2 and AP03A≠2) or AP0E≠1  

B34In your main job, are your hours?       HORAIC 

1. The same from one week to the next 
2. Alternate hours: 2 x 8, 3 x 8, teams...  
3. Variable from one week to the next  
4. Not applicable (has only worked one week…) 



If M. has a regular job and is being interviewed for the first time or has changed hours 
AP0E≠1 and OCCREF=2 

 

B35In your main job, how many days per week do you work 

 (on average, over all working periods)?       JOURTR 

 

If M. is being interviewed for the first time or has changed profession and position or 
has changed hours (AP01A≠2 and AP03A≠2) or AP0E≠1)  

B36 a.  In your main job do you work (or: did you work) at home?   MAISOC 

1. Usually  
2. Occasionally 
3. Never  

b. In your main job do you work (or: did you work) in the evening (between 8pm and 
midnight)?           SOIRC 

1. Usually  
2. Occasionally 
3. Never  

c. In your main job do you work (or: did you work) at night (between midnight and 5am)? 
           NUITC 

1. Usually  
2. Occasionally 
3. Never  

d. In your main job do you work (or: did you work) on Saturdays?   SAMEDC 

1. Usually  
2. Occasionally 
3. Never  

e. In your main job do you work (or: did you work) on Sundays?   DIMANC 

1. Usually  
2. Occasionally 
3. Never  
 

If M. has a regular job and is being interviewed for the first time or has changed hours  

OCCREF=2 and AP0E≠1  



B37 In your main job (or: in your part-time job), how many hours a week do you work, 
on average?            HHC  

If M. is being interviewed for the first time or is an employee and has changed hours 
AP0E≠1 and STC=2  

B38 In your main job how many hours are (or: were) usually scheduled for you to work 
per week (on average? (or: How many hours are usually scheduled for you per week in your 
part-time contract (on average)?)  

NBHP 

insert 0 in the event that there are no scheduled hours for M.-- 

If TPP=’1’ and STC=’2’  

B38 bis In your main job, is your working time determined by a set number of days? 
                   FORFAIT 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 

If there is a regularly scheduled working time  

NBHP>0  

B39 a. Does this working time take into account a reduced number of hours for 
(maternity) illness, end of employment (gradual pre-retirement, gradual cessation of 
activity...)?           DIMDUR  

1. Yes  
2. No � B41 

 
 

b. What type of reduction?            DIMTYP  

1. Maternity 
2. Illness  
3. End of employment 

 

c. How many hours a week does the reduction amount to?      DIMHEU  

 



If M. works for a company and has a regular job  

CHPUB=5,6 and OCCREF=2 

 

B40In your main job, are your working hours subject to a modulation or annualisation 
agreement (reduced working hours during certain periods, increased during other periods)?
           REDIC  

1. Yes  
2. No 

 
 

If M. is being interviewed for the first time or has changed profession and position and 
works part-time for a company  

CHPUB=5,6 and AP01A≠2 and AP03A≠2 and TPP=2 

 

B41What is, if you know it, the normal number of scheduled hours in your company or 
sector (Does not know is allowed)?               HPREV 

 
 

WANTS TO WORK MORE OR WORK LESS  

B42a. Would you like (or: would you have liked) to work more hours (during the week 
from Monday... to Sunday...) (with a corresponding increase in your earnings)?  
           STPLC 

1. Yes  
2. No � B43 d. 

 

b. Are you currently available (or: would you have been available) to work more?  
           DISPPLC 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 

c. Under what conditions?        CSTPLC 



1. As part of your (current) job  
2. By finding an additional job  
3. By finding another job with longer working hours  
4. By any means necessary 

 

Would you like (or: would you have liked) to work fewer hours (during the week from 
Monday... to Sunday...) (with a corresponding reduction in your earnings)?  
           STMN 

1. Yes  
2. No � 45 a. 

 

c. Under what conditions?        CSTMN 

1. As part of your (current) job  
2. By finding another job with shorter working hours  
3. By any means necessary 

 
 

If M. would like to work longer or shorter hours  

STPLC=1 or STMN=1  

B43 How many hours of work per week would you like to work in total?  HPLUS 

 
 

IF M. HAD A JOB DURING THE REFERENCE WEEK (PASTRA≠1 OR AG>=75) 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE WEEK  

 
 

Let’s go back to the week from Monday… to Sunday…, and your main job.  
 

B44a. Did you take any days off (inc. bank holidays, bridges between bank holidays and 
weekends, reduced working time days, recovery days), of whatever duration?  
           EMPCON 



1. Yes  
2. No ���� B46 

 

If H. is salaried  

STC=2  

b. What type of days off (7 possible responses)?     EMPTYP  

1. Annual leave � B45 c. 

2. Extraordinary leave (marriage, birth...) � B45d. 

3. Bank holidays � B45 e. 

4. Bridge days granted by the employer� B45 f. 

5. RWD days � B45 g. 

6. Recovery days � B45 h. 

7. Personal unpaid leave (unpaid leave, parental leave...) � B45 i. 

c. How many hours or days did this annual leave amount to?   EMPCO 

d. How many hours or days did this annual leave amount to?   EMPCE 

e. How many hours or days did these bank holidays amount to?  EMPJF 

f. How many hours or days did these bridge days granted by the employer amount to? 
           EMPPA 

g. How many hours or days did these RWD days amount to?   EMPRTT  

h. How many hours or days did these recovery days amount to?   EMPAFP 

i. How many hours or days did this unpaid personal leave amount to? EMPCP 

 

B45 a. Have you been absent because of an illness or an accident at work?    EMPABS 

1. Yes  
2. No� B47 a. 

b. How many hours or days did the absence last?    EMPANH  

 



If there is a regularly scheduled working time for M.  

NBHP>0 or (V1NBHP>0 and AP0E=1)  

B46a. Did you work extra (or additional hours), paid or otherwise?   EMPHSC 

1. Yes  
2. No ���� B48 a. 

 

b. How many extra (or additional) hours?      EMPHNH  

 

c. Of these extra (or additional) hours, how many are or will be paid?  EMPHRE 

 

If the additional hours were not all paid EMPHSC=1 and EMPHRE<EMPHNH  

d. And how many entitled you or will entitle you to compensatory leave? EMPHRC  

 

B47 a. Have your hours been affected by the following causes? 

several responses are possible E       MPAFF 

1. Partial unemployment, bad weather (or: Bad weather) � B48 b. 

2. Training activity� B48 c. 

3. Strike, workplace conflict� B48 d. 

4. No, not by any of the above causes � B49 

 

b. How many days of partial unemployment, bad weather?   EMPAFC  

c. How many days of training activity?      EMPAFA  

d. How many days of strikes, workplace conflict?    EMPAFG  

 

If the number of hours is not completed  

HEFX not completed  



B48a. During the week from Monday... to Sunday..., how many hours did you work in 
your main job? (Do not count annual leave, extraordinary leave, bank holidays, bridge days, 
RWD, recovery, personal unpaid leave, partial unemployment, training activity, strikes, 
workplace conflict)          EMPNBH  

If NBTEMP=(‘2’or ‘3’) OR IF AUTSAL=’1’  

b. During the week from Monday... to Sunday..., how many hours of work did you 
complete in total in all your jobs and professional activities?    TOTNBH  

If (OCCREF=‘1’ and HORAIC 4) or if OCCREF=’2’  

c. How many hours did you work during the week from Monday… to Sunday…? 

JTRREF 

 

ANNUAL LEAVE  

 

For people being re-interviewed and who have kept the same professions or the same 
position (AP01A=2 or AP03A=2) and V1CONGSE completed and PRES1=Response  

B49In your main profession you were entitled to … weeks’ (or: days) leave (including 
annual seniority leave) 
(or: you are not entitled to reduced working time days) (or: you are entitled to …reduced 
working time days per year). Is this still the case?          AP0F 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 

If M. is being interviewed for the first time, or if their holidays have changed and if M. 
has a regular salaried job, with a contract of over 3 months STC=2 and not 
(DUDET<3months) and OCCREF=2 and AP0F≠1 

 

B50To how many days of annual leave are you regularly entitled, including seniority 
leave? (in weeks and days) 

..................... Number of weeks         CONGSE 

.................... Number of days         CONGJR  
 

B51Does this leave include reduced working time days?   REDJOUA 



1. Yes  
2. No ���� B54 

 
B52How many days per year?        NBRTTA 

 

If M. is being interviewed for the first time and has a regular job  

OCCREF=2 and (PRES1=Empty or V1ENQ=Empty)  

B53How much leave did you take last year? (in weeks and days) SECOSE, SECOJR 

 

..................... Number of weeks    .................... Number of days  

 
If M. is being interviewed for the first time or if  their holidays have changed and if M., 
has a regular job which is not for a private individual  

(CHPUB=1,2,3,5,6) and OCCREF=2 and REDJOUA=2 

B54 a. Are you also entitled to reduced working time days?    REDJOUB 

1. Yes  
2. No � B55 

 

b. How many days per year?       NBRTTB  

 

Based on the preceding responses, two synthetic variables are constructed 
REDJOU=REDJOUA or REDJOUB 

NBRTT=NBRTTA or NBRTTB 

INCOME FROM WORK  

FOR EMPLOYEES BEING INTERVIEWED FOR THE FIRST OR LAST TIME WHO 
WERE NOT ATTENDING AN UNPAID TRAINING COURSE DURING THE 

REFERENCE WEEK ((STC=2 OR TAM1D=1) AND AIDREF≠2) 

 

B55 What total monthly remuneration do you earn from your main profession? 



(or: did you earn from your job) (or: do you earn from your main profession) (salary from the 
last month including bonuses and monthly supplements)     SALMEP  

If M. does want to or cannot reply  

SALMEP=Empty  

B56 Show the interviewee the table and write the letter in monthly net.  SALMET  

A Under €500 

B €500 to €999 

C €1,000 to €1,249 

D €1,250 to €1,499 

E €1,500 to €1,999 

F €2,000 to €2,499 

G €2,500 to €2,999 

H €3,000 to €4,999 

I  €4,999 to €7,999 

J €8,000 and over 

 

If M. answered the salary question  

SALMEP≠empty and SALMEP≠‘0€’  

B57a. Are the earnings net or gross?      TYPSAL  

1. Net 
2. Gross 

 

b. How many paid hours per month does this amount to?   NBHEUR 

..................... Indicate the number of monthly hours 

 
c. Do these earnings include bonuses?                        PRIM  

1. Yes  
2. No� B59 a. 



 

d. How much do they come to?       VALPRIE  

..................... 

 
e. Is this a net or gross amount?       TYPP 

1. Net 
2. Gross 

 

If M. has a regular job  

OCCREF=2  

B58a. Do you earn other bonuses during the year?    PRIMS 

1. Yes  
2. No � B60 

 
 

b. How much do they amount to over the year or quarter? 

(the unit of time will be covered in the next question)     VALPRE 

..................... 

 
c. In what unit of time?        TEMPRI  

1. Year 
2. Quarter 

 

d. Is this a net or gross amount?       TYPPS 

1. Net 
2. Gross 

 

FOR THE SELF-EMPLOYED (STC=1) 

B59Currently, (not including your salary) what total annual professional income, before 
tax, do you and your family earn from this company (or: from this profession)? REVENT  



 
A Under €6,000 
B €6,000 to €9,999 
C €10,000 to €14,999 
D €15,000 to €19,999 
E €20,000 to €24,999 
F €25,000 to €29,999 
G €30,000 to €34,999 
H €35,000 to €49,999 
I €50,000 to €99,999 
J €100,000 and over 

 

FOR PEOPLE WITH SEVERAL PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES                                
(AUTSAL=1 OR AM1NB>1) 

B60a. What monthly (or annual) income do you earn from your secondary activity or 
your other activities?         SALSEE 

..................... the unit of time will be covered in the next question  
 

If M. has declared a secondary income  

SALSEC >0 

 

b. In what unit of time?        TEMPSA 

1. Year  
2. Month 

 
c. Is this a net or gross amount?      TYPSEC 

1. Net 
2. Gross  

 

LENGTH OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICE  

FOR “ACTIVE AND OCCUPIED” PEOPLE, EXCEPT THOSE ON NATIONAL 
SERVICE, WHO HAD A REGULAR JOB DURING THE REFERENCE WEEK, OTHER 

THAN A TEMPORARY JOB. 



(ACTOP=1 AND CA≠1 AND OCCREF=2 AND CONTRA≠4 AND AP01A≠2 AND 
AP02A≠2) 

B61On what date did you start to perform this profession?    DATANT  

If M. is salaried and has a main employer 

STC=2 and NBTEMP≠3 

Or: On what date did you start to work (without a break) for the company which currently 
employs you (or: in the civil service)?  

If M. works with or for a family member without bei ng an employee STC=3 

Or: On what date did you start working (without a break) without being an employee of this 
company, farm or legal office?  

If M. is self-employed 

STC=1 

Or: On what date did you take over the company (or farm, commercial enterprise, legal office, 
workshop, business)? 

Indicate the year 

 
 

If M. has been in this profession for less than five years 

ANNÉE-DATANT<5  

B62 Indicate the month:         DAMOIS  

FOR PEOPLE BEING INTERVIEWED FOR THE FIRST TIME OR WHO HAVE 
CHANGED JOB SINCE THE LAST SURVEY (IF PRES1=EMPTY OR V1ENQ=EMPTY 

OR IF DATANT>DATE LAST SURVEY) 

If M. is self-employed 

STC=1  

B63 Did you start this company (or farm, commercial enterprise, legal office, workshop, 
business) from scratch?         CREANT 

1. Yes 
2. No, you resumed or bought out a family business 
3. No, you resumed or bought out a company which was directed by your old boss 



4. No, you resumed or bought out a company which was neither directed by a member of your 
family nor by your old boss. 

If M. has no work contract and has worked for the company for less than a year, and if 
s/he works for a private individual, a company, or is contracted to the civil service 
(CHPUB=4,5,6 or TITC=3) and ACONTR≠2 and service under one year  

B64 Are you ...          ESSAI 

1. In a trial period 
2. On a training course to start in the profession 
3. None of the above 

 

If M. is salaried and has a main employer 

STC=2 and NBTEMP≠3  

B65 a. In MMYYYY (date when M. joined the company or civil service...), did you occupy 
the same position and role as today?         MENSAL 

1. Yes ���� B66 e. 
2. No  

If M. occupied a different position or role to today MENSAL=2   

b. What was your profession?        QUESAL  

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

If M. works in a private or public company and occupied a different position or role to 
today CHPUB=4,5,6 and MENSAL=2  

c. Were you classed as?         PROSAR 

1. Specialised labourer or worker  
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker, workshop technician  
3. Technician  
4. Supervisor, administrative or commercial supervisor, sales rep (non managerial)  
6. Engineer, middle manager (except directors or their direct deputies)  
7. General director, direct deputy 
8. Office worker, sales assistant, service personnel  
9. Other  

If M. works in the public sector and occupied a different position or role to today 
CHPUB=1,2,3 and MENSAL=2  

d. Were you classed as?         PROSAU 



1. Specialised labourer or worker 
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker 
3. Technician 
4. Category C or D personnel  
5. Category B personnel  
6. Category A personnel  
7. Other 

e. How did you join this company (or: the civil service, start working for a private 
individual, etc ), in MMYYYY? (date when M. joined the company, civil service, started 
working for a private individual, etc)?       COMSAL 

1. By making personal contact with the employer or spontaneously sending your CV. 
2. Through family, personal or professional links 
3. A classified advert  
4. Through the ANPE or another public body (APEC, local agency...).  
5. Through a recruitment agency  
6. Through your school or training body  
7. In a competitive recruitment test  
8. Through a contact in the company  
9. Through your and your partner's former employer (transfers, recategorisations within the 
same group, etc)  
10. By another route 

 

B66 a. What was your professional situation before joining this company (or: in the civil 
service, when you worked for a private individual, etc) in MMYYYY?   SITANT  

1. You had no professional activity, you were finishing your studies or vocational training ���� 
B69 a.  
2. You had not professional activity, you were unemployed � B68. 
3. You had no professional activity for other reasons (housewife/husband, object...) � B69 a.  
4. You were an employee (or: in another company)  
5. You were self-employed or a salaried company boss (or: in another company)  
6. You worked with a family member without being an employee (or: in another company)  

If M. bought out a company, or works for a family member or has a main employer 
(SITANT=4,6 and CREANT=2,3,4) or (SITANT=4,5 and STC=3) or (SITANT=5,6 and 
NBTEMP≠3 and CHPUB=5,6)  

b. Was this in the same company as your current company?    MMENT 

1. Yes � B67 d. 
2. No   

If M. is self-employed 

STC=1 and MMENT=2  



c. Is the company which employed you one of your main clients?   CLIEN 

1. Yes  
2. No  

If M. had a job 

SITANT=4,5,6 

d. Under what circumstances did you leave this job?     CIRC 

0. Has not left this job  
1. End of fixed-term contract  
2. Resignation (or: You wanted to change) � B67 e.  
3. Contract broken through illness or invalidity  
4. Economic redundancy  
5. Other redundancy  
6. The company was sold  
7. The company went bankrupt 
8. Early retirement  
9. Retirement  

If M. resigned or wanted to change 

CIRC=2  

e. Why did you leave your former job?       RCHG 

1. Your family needed your help 
2. You were looking for a more interesting job 
3. You were looking for a job with more appropriate or flexible working hours 
4. You wanted less stressful working conditions or conditions more suited to your health 
5. You thought you were earning too little 
6. You wanted to reduce your travelling time 
7. You moved house 

 

If M. was unemployed  

SITANT=2  

B67 How long had you been unemployed?      DCHANT 

Indicate the duration with the Year/Month/Weeks/Days abbreviation 

If M. is salaried and has a main employer STC=2 and NBTEMP≠3  

B68 a. Had you already worked for the company (or: for the private individual) that 
currently employs you before MMYYYY?      DEJTRA 



1. Yes  
2. No� B70 a. 

If M. works for a company CHPUB=5,6  

b. When you first worked for this company, was it:    PRESAL 

1. For an apprenticeship, qualification contract  
2. For a training course, practical internship during his or her studies  
3. For a holiday or weekend job, a casual job  
4. As a temporary worker  
5. As another employee (none of the above situations) 

 
 

PREVIOUS JOBS 

B69 a. Have you had a job which lasted longer than the one which you currently have? 
           APRIN 

1. Yes  
2. No � End of module B 

b. What was your profession?       APROEP 

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

c. What was the business of the institution where you worked?   AACTEP  

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................  

d. Were you?          ATRAVP  

1. Self-employed  
2. A family helper 
3. An employee of the State, a local authority or public hospital � B70 g. 

4. Another employee, for a private individual � B70 f. 

5. An employee of a private or public company, a charity 

 

e. How many permanent salaried employees worked for the company?  ANBSAP 

1. No employees  
2. 1 to 4 employees  
3. 5 to 9 employees  
4. 10 to 19 employees  
5. 20 to 49 employees  



6. 50 to 199 employees  
7. 200 to 499 employees  
8. 500 to 999 employees  
9. 1000 employees or more  

If M. was an employee of a company or private individual 

ATRAVP=4,5  

f. Were you classed as?       APOSI 

1. Specialised labourer or worker 
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker, workshop technician 
3. Technician 
4. Supervisor, administrative or commercial supervisor, sales rep (non managerial) 
6. Engineer, middle manager (except directors or their direct deputies) 
7. General director, direct deputy 
8. Office worker, sales assistant, service personnel 
9. Other 

If M. was a public sector employee 

ATRAVP=3  

g. Were you classed as?        APOSIU 

1. Specialised labourer or worker 
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker 
3. Technician 
4. Category C or D personnel  
5. Category B personnel  
6. Category A personnel  
7. Other 

B70 Under what circumstances did you leave this job?     ACESSP 

0. You have not left this job  
1. End of fixed-term job  
2. Resignation  
3. End of contract because of illness or invalidity  
4. Economic redundancy  
5. Other redundancy  
6. Company changed hands.  
7. Bankruptcy, voluntary liquidation  
8. Early retirement  
9. Retirement or wanted to withdraw from the business 



 

C JOB SEEKING 
The “Job seeking” module describes job seeking characteristics: the reasons why the 
person took steps to find a job or indeed did not take them, and the type of job sought by 
those who took these steps.  

The questions are asked of people who were looking for a job or who were registered as a 
job seeker during the four weeks ending in the reference week, or who want to work. 

The people interviewed as part of this module satisfy the following conditions: MREC=1 or 
SOU=1 or OFFICC=1. 
If M. wants to find an extra job or a job to replace his or her present job and is not 
doing national service  
SOUA=1 and CA≠1  

C1a. Why do you want another job? (indicate the main reason)   CREACC 

1. You are in danger of losing your present job  
2. You want a more interesting job or one which better matches your qualifications.  
3. You want a job with more appropriate or flexible working hours  
4. You want less stressful working conditions or conditions more suited to your health  
5. You want to find a better paid job  
6. You want to find a job closer to home  
7. You have to or want to move to another region  
8. Other reason ���� C1b. 

b. Indicate this other reason        PCREAC  

If M. wants to work (or wants another job) or is registered as a job seeker, and if M. has 
not been looking for work during the last four weeks (SOU=1 or OFFICC=1) and 
MREC=2  

C2 a. Why did you take no steps to find a job during the four weeks from Monday … to 
Sunday …?           NTCH 

1. You were waiting for the result of your previous attempts to find work (competitions, tests, 
interviews, provisions made for self-employment) 
2. You had temporarily suspended your search (because of illness, unavailability, etc) 
3. You had not started looking ���� C2 c.  
4. You had abandoned your search ���� C2 c.  
5. You are not looking for work at the moment (not counting previous attempts) ���� C2 c.  
 

If M. has taken steps to find a job 

MREC=1 or NTCH=1,2  



b. For how long have you been looking (or: had you been looking) for work  

(or: another job)?          DREMC 

Indicate the duration with the Year/Month/Weeks/Days initial ���� C2e. 

 

If M. has not started looking or has abandoned his or her search, or is not looking at the 
moment NTCH=3,4,5 

c. Why have you not started looking for work? (or: have you abandoned your search? 
aren’t you looking at the moment?)         DECR 

1. You don’t think it’s the right time to look � Module D 

2. You are experiencing health difficulties at the moment � Module D 

3. In order to look after your child(ren) or another family member �C2f. 

4. For other family or personal reasons � C2 g. 

5. You do not currently have the time � Module D 

6. You don’t think there is work available in your area of expertise � Module D 

7. You think you are too young or too old to find work � Module D 

8. Other reason 

d. Indicate this other reason           DECRCP 

If M. has taken steps to find a job MREC=1 or NTCH=1,2 

e. Are you looking for?         REC 

1. A salaried job  
2. Self-employment  
3. No preference  

If M. has not started looking for family or personal reasons    GARDEB 

DECR=3a. 

f. Is this because: 

1. Child-minding services are lacking or are too expensive  
2. Care services for dependent people are lacking or are too expensive  
3. Care services for both children and dependent people are lacking or are too expensive  
4. Another reason not linked to care services  



If M. has no job or wants to work SOU=1 and ACTOP=2 

g. What circumstances led to your being out of work at the moment?   CRE 

1. You finished your studies  
2. You finished your national service  
3. You finished a training course  
4. You left or lost a temporary job  
5. You left or lost a fixed-term job  
6. You left or lost an occasional job  
7. You lost your job: collective redundancy or job losses  
8. You lost your job: individual redundancy  
9. You resigned  
10. You retired  
11. You ended your business  
12. You have never worked  
13. Other: specify (CRECLAIR variable) 

IF M. HAS TAKEN STEPS TO FIND A JOB DURING THE LAST FOUR WEEKS 
(MREC=1 OR NTCH=1, 2) 

C3Are you looking for (or: were you looking for)?    NREC 

1. Full-time work only 
2. A full-time job, but part-time work if not 
3. A part-time job, but full-time work if not 
4. Part-time work only 

If M. is looking for a salaried job  

STCHE≠2 and REC≠2 

C4 Are you looking for... (or: were you looking for)?    ROCC 

1. A permanent job only (open-ended contract)  
2. A permanent job, but if not a fixed-term job (fixed-term contract)  
3. A fixed-term job, but if not a permanent job  
4. A fixed-term job only 

C5 Are you looking for... (or: were you looking for)?    CHERC 

1. A particular profession  
2. Various professions  
3. A wide range of jobs 

C6 Indicate the particular profession (or: the main profession, or possible clarifications)
          PCHERC 



 

D REGISTRATION WITH THE 
ANPE 

This module focuses on the date of registration as a job seeker and on the most recent offer 
made by the ANPE. 

The questions are asked of people registered as job seekers. 

The people interviewed as part of this module satisfy the following condition: OFFICC=1 
or 2. 

 

If M. was registered with the ANPE in the last survey 

INSCAC-1 is completed and PRES1= response  

D1 a. Have you been registered as a job seeker (with the ANPE, with the ASSEDIC, the 
branch of the ANPE at the municipality) for more than … months? (depending on the date 
of the last survey)          ANP1A 

1. Yes  
2. No ���� End of module D 

b. At the date of the last survey, you had been registered as a job seeker for ... Is this the 
case?            ANP2A 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 
If M. is being interviewed for the first time or was not registered with the ANPE in the 
last survey ANP2A≠1 

 

D2 How long have you been registered as a job seeker (without interruption)?  

....................................................................................... indicate the year      INSCAC 

....................................................................................... indicate the month     INSCAM 

  
D3How long has it been since you last received a job or training offer from the ANPE? 
           ANP4A  



Indicate the duration with the Year/Month/Weeks/Days abbreviation 

D4 How long has it been since you last made contact with the ANPE?     ANP4B  

Indicate the duration with the Year/Month/Weeks/Days abbreviation 



 

E PREVIOUS PROFESSIONAL 
ACTIVITY  

This module describes the last regular professional activity of people who did not have a 
regular job during the reference week. If these people have already occupied a job which 
lasted longer, this job is also described. 

The questions are asked of people who had no regular job during the reference week. 

The people interviewed as part of this module satisfy the following condition: OCCREF=1 
or (ACTOP=2 and OCCREF=2). 

AAC=1if ACTOP=2 and OCCREF=2 and RABS=2,5 and ((V1AAC=empty and 
V1PCLC=empty) or PRES1=empty or V1enq=empty), Otherwise, ask question AAC.  

If M. is being interviewed for the first time or no longer has a regular job  

(V1AAC=empty and V1PCLC=empty) or PRES1=empty or V1ENQ=empty  

E1 a. Have you ever performed a regular professional activity (not including casual jobs, 
summer jobs, occasional jobs), even if it was a long time ago?     AAC 

1. Yes  
2. No  

If AG ≥5O and (AAC=1 or (V1AAC=1 and V1RETRAI≠1) or (V1PCLC ≠ empty and 
V1RETRAI ≠1))  

b. Have you taken retirement or early retirement?    RETRAI  

1. Yes, retirement  
2. Yes, early retirement  
3. No, neither  

If M. had a main profession in the last survey or has already performed a regular 
professional activity V1PCLC is completed and PRES1=response or AAC=1  

E2 When did you leave your last job?       ADFDAP 

(or: In which year did you go to work for the last time?)  

Indicate the year  

If M. left his or her last job less than 6 months ago  



(ANNEE-ADFDAP<6 years)  

E3 In which month? (or: Which month?) A     MOIS 

 

 
 

IF M. HAS ALREADY HAD A REGULAR PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY (AAC=1) 

 
 

E4 a. What was the last profession you performed?     APROEX  

b. What was the address of the institution?      AACTET  

c. Were you?          ATRAV  

1. Self-employed 
2. A family helper 
3. An employee of the State, a local authority or public hospital �E4 f. 

4. Another employee, for a private individual � E4 e. 

5. An employee of a private or public company, a charity 

 

d. How many employees worked for the company when you left this company?  
           ANBSAL 

1. No employees  
2. 1 to 4 employees 
3. 5 to 9 employees  
4. 10 to 19 employees  
5. 20 to 49 employees  
6. 50 to 199 employees  
7. 200 to 499 employees  
8. 500 to 999 employees  
9. 1000 employees or more 

 
 

If M. was an employee of a company or private individual ATRAV=4,5  

 



e. Were you classed as ...?         APOTI 

1. Specialised labourer or worker  
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker, workshop technician  
3. Technician  
4. Supervisor, administrative or commercial supervisor, sales rep (non managerial)  
6. Engineer, middle manager (except directors or their direct deputies)  
7. General director, direct deputy  
8. Office worker, sales assistant, service personnel  
9. Other 

 
 

If M. was a public sector employee ATRAV=3 

f. Were you classed as ...?        APOTIU  

1. Specialised labourer or worker  
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker  
3. Technician  
4. Category C or D personnel  
5. Category B personnel  
6. Category A personnel  
7. Other 

 

If M. had a main profession in the last survey V1PCLC is completed and 
PRES1=response 

 

E5 a. Under what circumstances did you leave your last job?   ACESSE 

0. You have not left this job � E6 
1. End of fixed-term job � E6 
2. Resignation  
3. End of contract because of illness or invalidity �E6 
4. Economic redundancy �E6 
5. Other redundancy �E6 
6. Company changed hands �E6 
7. Bankruptcy, voluntary liquidation �E6 
8. Early retirement �E6 
9. Retirement or wanted to withdraw from the business � E6 

b. Why did you resign?        RDEM  

1. Disagreement with the employer  
2. In order to look after your child(ren) or another family member  



3. For other family or personal reasons  
4. To resume your studies  
5. Another reason �E5 c. 

c. Specify          RDEMP 

 

E6 When did you start working for the last company which employed you (or: which you 
directed)?       ADEBEN 

 

Indicate a year: .......................................................................................  

 

E7 a. Have you had a job which lasted longer than the one which you have just 
described?           APRIN 

1. Yes  
2. No � End of module E 

 

b. What was this?         APROEP 

c. What was the business of the institution?     AACTEP  

 

d. Were you?          ATRAVP  

1. Self-employed  
2. A family helper  
3. An employee of the State, a local authority or public hospital ���� E7 g. 

4. Another employee, for a private individual  
5. An employee of a private or public company, a charity 

e. How many permanent salaried employees worked for the company? ANBSAP 

1. No employees  
2. 1 to 4 employees  
3. 5 to 9 employees  
4. 10 to 19 employees  
5. 20 to 49 employees  
6. 50 to 199 employees  
7. 200 to 499 employees  



8. 500 to 999 employees  
9. 1000 employees or more 

 

If M. was an employee of a company or private individual ATRAVP=4 or 5  

c. Were you classed as?        APOSI 

1. Specialised labourer or worker  
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker, workshop technician  
3. Technician  
4. Supervisor, administrative or commercial supervisor, sales rep (non managerial)  
6. Engineer, middle manager (except directors or their direct deputies)  
7. General director, direct deputy  
8. Office worker, sales assistant, service personnel  
9. Other 

 

If M. was a public sector employee ATRAVP=3  

g. Were you classed as?        APOSIU 

1. Specialised labourer or worker  
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker  
3. Technician, technical assistant, non-managerial  
4. Category C or D personnel  
5. Category B personnel  
6. Category A personnel  
7. Other 

 

E8 Under what circumstances did you leave this job?     ACESSP 

0. You have not left this job  
1. End of fixed-term job  
2. Resignation  
3. End of contract because of illness or invalidity  
4. Economic redundancy  
5. Other redundancy  
6. Company changed hands  
7. Bankruptcy, voluntary liquidation  
8. Early retirement  
9. Retirement or wanted to withdraw from the business 



 

F TRAINING  

This module describes the initial education attended by the person, the level of training 
achieved at the time of the survey and the training attended during the last three months. 

The questions are asked of everybody. 

 
 

INITIAL EDUCATION  

 

If M. is being interviewed for the first time or had not completed his or her studies at the 
time of the last survey, and if M. is under 35 years of age  

(V1FORTER≠1,3 or PRES1=empty or V1ENQ=empty) and AG<35  

F1 a. Have you completed your initial education?     FORTER 

(by initial education we mean studies in FE colleges, universities, high schools, schools, 
apprentice training centres or primary schools, without interruption)  
1. Yes  
2. No � F4 
3. Has never been to school  �F6 

F1 a. When did you complete your initial education?     FORDAT 

(by initial education we mean studies carried out in FE colleges, universities, high schools, 
schools, apprentice training centres or primary schools, without an interruption of over a year) 

Insert 0 if M. has never been to school; otherwise indicate the year  

If M. finished his or her education less than 6 months ago 

ANNEE-FORDAT<6  

F2 a. In which month did you complete your initial education?   FORMOI 

(the month in which s/he left further education, university, high school, school, apprentice 
training centre or indeed primary school)  

If M. has finished his or her initial education 

FORTER=1  



F3 On this date, MMYYYY, which type and which year of education had you reached? 
���� F6             FORENS 

1. Primary 
2. Pre-GCSE secondary education: years 6-9 

3. Years 10 & 11 vocational training: CAP (Professional Aptitude Certificate), BEP 
(Vocational Education Certificate), taken while completing apprenticeship.  
4. Years 10 & 11 vocational training: CAP (Professional Aptitude Certificate), BEP 
(Vocational Education Certificate), not taken while completing apprenticeship.  
5. General GCSE-level: Years 10 & 11, and 12 (Literature, Economics, Sciences, Arts). 
6. (Second-cycle secondary technical or vocational training: other year 12 and final year 
studies (STT, STI (Science and Industrial Technology), etc), Professional baccalaureate.  
7. First-cycle university-level education: DEUG (1st and 2nd year university studies), BTS 
(Higher Vocational Certificate), DUT (University Technology Diploma), nursing college, 
preparatory studies for the “grandes écoles” (selective specialist higher education institutions).  
8. Second-cycle university-level education: first university degrees.  
9. Grande école, engineering college, business school, third-cycle university-level education: 
masters, DEA (Diploma of Advanced Studies), DESS (Postgraduate Degree), Doctorate. 

 

If M. was in initial education at the time of the last survey and still is  

FORTER=2 and V1FORTER=2 and PRES1=response 

F4 Since the last survey, are you still in the same type or year of education?  FC5B 

1. Yes  
2. No 

IF M. IS STILL IN INITIAL EDUCATION FC5B=2 OR (FORT ER=2 AND 
(V1FORTER=EMPTY OR PRES1=EMPTY)  

F5 a. In what type or year of education are you?   FORNIV  

1. Primary � F9 
2. Pre-GCSE secondary education: years 6-9 

3. Years 10 & 11 vocational training: CAP (Professional Aptitude Certificate), BEP 
(Vocational Education Certificate, taken while completing apprenticeship.  
4. Years 10 & 11 vocational training: CAP (Professional Aptitude Certificate), BEP 
(Vocational Education Certificate, not taken while completing apprenticeship.  
5. General GCSE-level: Years 10 & 11, and 12 (Literature, Economics, Sciences, Arts). 
6. Second cycle secondary technical or vocational training: other year 12 and final year 
studies (STT, STI (Science and Industrial Technology), …), Professional baccalaureate (BAC 
Pro).  
7. First-cycle university-level education: DEUG (1st and 2nd year university studies), BTS 
(Higher Vocational Certificate), DUT (University Technology Diploma), nursing college, 
preparatory studies for the “grandes écoles” (selective specialist higher education institutions).  
8. Second-cycle university-level education: first university degrees.  



9. Grande école, engineering college, business school, third-cycle university-level education: 
masters, DEA (Diploma of Advanced Studies), DESS (Postgraduate Degree), Doctorate. 

b. Can you specify the name of the type or year of education you are attending? 
(otherwise, give the highest certificate prepared for if the person is in his or her final 
year)            FORNIP 

Name of the certificate of the last year of education is the final year of study for a diploma 
(e.g.: BAC PRO, DEUG, BTS, etc) 

Description of the last year of education attended (e.g.: general secondary, vocational 
secondary, 3rd year of pharmacy, etc). 

For people who have just completed their year of education, refer to the year ending. 

 

If M. is in general secondary education  

FORNIV=5  

c. Specify the specialisation chosen:      FORSG 

1. Literature  
2. Economics and social sciences  
3. Science  
4. No specialisation 

 

If M. is in technical or higher education FORNIV=3,4,6,7,8,9  

Specify the specialisation chosen:       FORSCD 

 

If the specialisation was not in the list  

FORNIV=3,4,6,7,8,9 and FORSCD=empty  

e. Enter the full wording of the specialisation:     FORSINT 



 

FOR PEOPLE BEING INTERVIEWED FOR THE FIRST TIME (PRES1 = EMPTY OR 
V1ENQ = EMPTY)  

 
LEVEL ACHIEVED AND CERTIFICATES OBTAINED  

If M. is no longer in primary or secondary education 

FORNIV ≠1,2,5  

F6 a. In general education, what is the last type that you attended or the highest level 
that you have reached?         ETUNEG 

1. Primary education 
2. Study for the primary education certificate 
3. Specialised education: IME, IMP, or IMPro classes 
4. Years 6 and 7 (including SEGPA – Adapted general and vocational education) 
5. Year 8 (including SEGPA – Adapted general and vocational education) 
6. Year 9 (including SEGPA), study for the school-leavers certificate (Brevet des collèges) 
7. Study for the Elementary certificate (Brevet élémentaire) (pre-1970), BEPS (pre-1950) 
8. General secondary: science, literature, economics, no specialisation 
9. First year of general further education: Literature, Economics and Social Sciences, Science, 
A, B, C, D, E 
10. Final year of general further education: (Literature, Economics and Social Sciences, 
Science, A, B, C, D, E, philosophy, math-élem, sciences-ex), study for the general 
baccalaureate or further certificate (brevet supérieur).  
11. Foreign education  

If M. attended primary or general secondary education abroad ETUNEG=11 

a. bis In general education what is the last class that you attended (otherwise indicate the 
highest certificate studied for if M. is in final year), and the name of the country?  
           ETUNLG 

(e.g. A Level in Great Britain)  

If M. has an education above year 9 

FORNIV ≠1,2 

b. To date, what is the highest general primary or secondary education certificate that 
you have been awarded?         ETDIEG 

0. No certificate 
1. Primary education certificate (CEP), DFEO. 
2. General education certificate (CFG) 
3. School-leavers certificate, BEPC, DNB 
4. BE (Elementary Certificate), BEPS (Higher Primary Education Certificate) 



5. First part of the baccalaureate, Secondary Education Certificate (CFES). 
6. Further Certificate 
7. General BAC: (Literature, Economics and Social Sciences, Science, A, B, C, D, E, 
philosophy, math-élem, sciences-ex) 
8. Foreign certificate. 

If the highest general primary or secondary education certificate is a foreign 
qualification ETDIEG=8  

b. bis To date, what is the highest general education certificate that you have been 
awarded, and the name of the country?       ETDLG 

(e.g.: Abitur in Germany) 

c. In which specialisation?         SPEENG 

1. Literature 
2. Economics and social sciences 
3. Science 
4. No specialisation 

d. When were you awarded this certificate?      DATENG  

Indicate the year.......................................................................................  

If M. is or has attended general secondary or further education FORNIV≠1,2,3,4,6  

F7 a. In technical or vocational secondary education, what is the last year of studies that 
you have attended? (otherwise, name the highest certificate studied for if M. is in final 
year)            ETUNET 

e.g.: 1st year of CAP, final year of further vocational training, BAC PRO) 

 

If M. attended lower technical education ETUNET≠empty or FORNIV=3,4,6  

b. To date, what is the highest technical or vocational education certificate that you have 
been awarded?          ETDIET 

c. In which specialisation?        SPESEC 

 

If the specialisation was not in the list SPESEC=empty  

d. Enter the full wording of the specialisation:     SPLSEC 

e. When were you awarded this certificate?     DATSEC 



Indicate the year.......................................................................................  

 

If M. is in or has attended further education FORNIV≠1,2,3,4,6  

F8 a. In further education, what is the last year of studies that you have attended? 
(otherwise, name the highest certificate studied for if M. is in final year)     ETUNES 

e.g.: 1st year BTS, 2nd year degree) 

 
b. To date, what is the highest further education certificate that you have been awarded? 
                                            ETDIES 

c. In which specialisation?        SPESUP 

If the specialisation was not in the list SPESUP=empty  

d. Enter the full name of the specialisation:     SPLSUP 

e. When (or at what age) were you awarded this certificate?   DATSUP 

Indicate the year.......................................................................................  

 

FOR EVERYBODY 

TRAINING IN PROGRESS  

 
If M. is taking an apprenticeship or an employment assistance scheme, and if M. is not 
attending training and is being paid by the employer or as part of a training/work-
experience contract  
(CONTRA=5 or TYPC=1,2,3,12) and RABS≠7  

F9 Are you attending training as part of your work contract? (or: your qualification 
contract, or: your youth sandwich training contract, or: your sandwich training contract for 
unqualified under 22-year-olds)       FC5A 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 

If M. is not attending training paid by the employer as part of a training/work-
experience contract RABS≠7 



F10 During the last three months, have you attended classes or a training course, 
however short?          FC5D 

1. Yes  
2. No ���� End of module F 

If M. is attending or has attended a training course  

FC5A=1 or FC5D=1 or RABS=7 

F11 a. In which year did this training course begin? (or: You told me that your employer 
was paying for your training, or training/work-experience contract. In which year did this 
training course begin?)        FODEBA 

b. In which month did this training course begin?    FODEBM  

c. On what date did this training course begin?     FODEBJ 

d. In which year is it scheduled to end, or did it end?    FOFINA  

e. In which month is it scheduled to end, or did it end?    FOFINM  

f. On what date is it scheduled to end, or did it end?    FOFINJ  

g. How long did or will this training course last in total?   FORDUR 

Indicate the duration with the Year/Month/Weeks/Days abbreviation  

If the response is given in days or weeks 

h. So that makes around (number of days* 6) or (number of weeks* 30) hours? 

FORDURV 

1. Yes  
2. No 

 

If not  

FORDURV=2 

i. That comes to how many hours?       FORDURC 

 

If the response is given in months or in years 

j. How many hours per week do you attend this training course?  FORDURH 



 

If M. is or was in training (not apprenticeship, qualification contract, youth sandwich 
training contract, or sandwich training contract for unqualified under 22-year-olds) 
(FC5D=1 or RABS=7 or RSTG=1,2) and FC5A=empty  

F12 What type of training was it?        FORTYP 

1. Training as part of CIF (Individual training leave)  
2. Training as part of DIF (Individual right to training)  
3. Training offered by the employer of M. (not CIF or DIF)  
4. Training offered by the ANPE or another employment agency 
5. Training attended individually (including resuming education after a break)  

IF M. IS ATTENDING OR HAS ATTENDED TRAINING FC5A=1 OR FC5D=1 OR 
RABS=7  

F13 For what main reason did you attend this training course?   LLURPA 

1. Primarily for professional reasons  
2. Primarily for personal or social reasons 

F14  Did you attend this training course during paid working hours? LWORHA  

1. Yes, exclusively during your paid working hours  
2. Yes, half or more of the course took place during your paid working hours  
3. Yes, under half of the course took place during your paid working hours  
4. Yes, exclusively outside your paid working hours  
5. Was unemployed at the time 

 

F15 Did the training consist of?       FC9A 

1. Mainly lessons (not correspondence courses) 
2. Mainly practical training  
3. Both lessons and practical training  
4. Correspondence or distance courses 

 

F16 a. In which specialisation?       ETMSPA 

 

If the specialisation was not in the list ETMSPA=empty  

b. Enter the title of the specialisation:      ETMSA  

 



IF M. IS BEING REINTERVIEWED 
PRES1=RESPONSE AND V1ENQ=RESPONSE 

 

F17 a. Have you been awarded a certificate since the last survey?  ETMC  

1 Yes  

2. No ���� End of module F 

b. Specify which?         ETMP  

c. In which specialisation?        ETMSP 

 

If the specialisation was not in the list ETMSP=empty  

d. Enter the title of the specialisation:      ETMS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



G INACTIVITY  

 

This module describes of the most marginalised people in the labour market: those who 
have no job and are not looking for one.  

It focuses on the last steps taken by these people to gain access to the labour market 
(looking for work, casual jobs, training) and on the latest job offer received.  

The questions are asked of everyone who is out of work and is not looking for a job (except 
retired people and those still in initial education). 

The people interviewed as part of this module satisfy the following conditions: 

ACTOP=2 and (SOU=2 or NTCH=3,4,5) and RABS≠11 and PASTRAB≠1 and FORTER≠2 
and (AAC=2 or ACESSE8,9 or PRES1=EMPTY or V1DAT=EMPTY) and (RABS≠5,6 or 
JOUR<90) and (RABS≠2 or JR<365). 

 
 

G1 a. Since you last worked, have you looked for work?  

(or: Since you finished your studies, have you looked for work?)       NCHERC 

1. Yes  
2. No���� G2 a.  

b. How much time have you spent looking?      NCTEMP 

Indicate the duration with the Year/Month/Weeks/Days abbreviation  

c. What methods have you used? (7 responses possible)     NMOYEN 

1. Has made contact with the ANPE, APEC (Association for Middle-Manager Employment) 
or another employment agency)  
2. Has received a job offer from the ANPE, APEC or another public employment agency  
3. Has made contact with a private employment agency (recruitment agency)  
4. Has made contact with a temping agency  
5. Has visited a job centre, or a job fair  
6. Has made direct contact with an employer (sending a CV, etc)  
7. Has made contact with personal or professional contacts  
8. Has put up an advert  
9. Has replied to an advert  
10. Has sat a test, an interview or a competitive recruitment test  
11. Has looked at the job offers (newspapers, minitel, internet)  
12. Has looked for a plot of land, premises or equipment  



13. Has tried to obtain financial resources (public aid, bank loans, etc)  
14. Has tried to get a permit, licence or authorisation  

a. Since your last job ended, (or: Since you finished your studies) have you been offered 
one (or more) jobs?          NPROSP 

1. Yes  
2. No � G3 

b. In which year was the last job offered to you?     NADATP 

c. In which month was the last job offered to you?    NMDATP  

d. Why did you not accept it?       NRAISO 

1. Because it was badly paid  
2. For health reasons  
3. For family reasons  
4. Other reason ���� G2 e 

 
e. Indicate this other reason:        NRAISOP 

 

G3 Since you last worked, have you had any casual jobs? (or: Since you finished your 
studies, have you had any casual jobs?) 

NBOULO  

1. Yes  
2. No 

 

G4 Since your last job ended, have you attended one or more training courses for 
professional purposes? (or: Since you finished your studies, have you attended one or more 
training courses for professional purposes?)      NFORMA 

1. Yes  
2. No ���� End of module G 

 

 



H ALLOWANCES  

This module describes the main benefits claimed by the person. 

The questions are asked of everybody, whether interviewed for the first or last time. 

 
 

If the interview takes place on a visit REL=1 or CHGM≠2 or REA=3  

H1 a. Do you receive any of the following benefits?    RC1REV 

Indicate the relevant benefit(s)  
1. APE (Parental education allowance) or (from 2Q 2004) free employment choice 
supplement to the PAJE (Early childhood benefit) (if AG<60) --> H1b.  
2. API (Single parent allowance) (if AG<60)���� H1 c. 

3. RMI (guaranteed minimum income) (whatever the amount) � H1 d. 

4. AAH (Adult invalidity benefit) � H1 e. 

5. Minimum old-age pension (or: invalidity if AG≤60) � H1 f. 

6. Widower allowance (if MATRI=3) � H1 g. 

7. Unemployment benefit (including ARPE and solidarity payment) (if OFFICC=1,2) � H3 
8. None ���� H5 

b. What was the last APE payment or (from 2Q 2004) payment of free employment 
choice supplement to the PAJE?       MAPE  

c. What was the last payment of the API ?     MAPI  

d. What was the last payment of the RMI?     MRMI  

e. What was the last payment of the AAH?     MAAH  

f. What was the last payment of the minimum old-age pension (or: invalidity if AG≤60)? 

MMVI  

 

g. What was the last payment of the widower allowance?   MAV  

 



If M. is registered as a job seeker, and if the interview takes place on the phone (REL≠1 
and CHGM=2 and REA≠3) and OFFICC=1,2 

 

H2 Do you receive unemployment benefits?      ACPER  

1. Yes  
2. No ���� H5 

 

If M. receives an unemployment benefit  

RC1REV=7 or ACPER=1 

 

H3Which unemployment benefit do you receive?     ALCT 

1. ARE (return-to-work allowance): the basic allowance in the unemployment benefit scheme  
2. ASS (specific solidarity allowance)  
3. AI (integration allowance)  
4. ARPE (allowance for job replacement)  
5. Old-age allowances: AUD, AFR, ASC (special conversion allowance), ACA (allowance for 
the older unemployed)  
6. ASR (special recategorisation allowance) 

 
If M. receives an unemployment allowance and it is a 1st or 6th visit RC1REV=7 

 

H4 a. What was the last payment?       MCHO  

b. How many compensated days does this amount correspond to?  NBJCHO 

 

If M. is registered as a job seeker and does not receive an unemployment benefit 
((REL=1 or CHGM ≠2 or REA=3) and OFFICC=1,2 and RC1REV≠7) or (REL≠1 and 
CHGM=2 and REA3) and (OFFICC=1,2 and ACPER=2) 

 

H5 Why don’t you receive an unemployment benefit?     ALCNC  

1. You have no more entitlements  
2. Your request is being placed or processed  



3. Your benefit request has been rejected  
4. You do not meet the conditions for entitlement.  

 



 

I  SITUATION ONE YEAR 
PREVIOUSLY  

 

This module describes the situations of people one year before the survey: place of 
residence and situation on the labour market, depending on the individual case: 
characteristics of the job occupied one year beforehand, circumstances under which people 
found themselves out of work, studies completed.  

The questions are asked of people being interviewed for the first time. 

The people interviewed as part of this module satisfy the following conditions: PRES1= 
EMPTY or V1ENQ= EMPTY. 

 
 

I1 a. Where did you live one year ago?      ERESID 

1. In the same dwelling as today ���� I2. a  
2. In another ordinary dwelling in the same municipality (or the same arrondissement in Paris, 
Lyon or Marseille) as today ���� I2a.  
3. In another ordinary dwelling in another municipality (or arrondissement in Paris, Lyon or 
Marseille) in France (inc. overseas territories)  
4. Abroad --> I1c.  
5. In another category of dwelling (hostel, construction site, boarding school, prison, 
university hall of residence, care institution, retirement home) ���� I2.a  

b. In which French département did you live?     EDEPT 

b. In which country did you live?       EPAYS 

 

If M. joined the company (or civil service…) less than one year ago, or over one year ago 
and had a different position from that occupied today ((YEAR(Dateref)=Datant) or 
((YEAR(Dateref) - 1)=DATANT) and (Damois>MONTH(Dateref))) or Datant=empty or 
Mensal1)  

I2a. What was your occupation one year ago?     EOCCUA 

1. You were working  
2. You were unemployed (registered or not with the ANPE, ASSEDIC, or the branch of the 



ANPE in the municipality) � I11a.  
3. You were a student, pupil, in training, on an unpaid training course � I12a.  
4. You were doing national service � Fin du module I  
5. You had taken retirement or early retirement, retired from business� Fin du module I  
6. You were a housewife or husband � Fin du module I  
7. You were economically inactive in another category � Fin du module I  

If M. was working last year and has changed position  

EOCCUA=1 or ((DATANT=empty or DATANT>=1) and MENSAL =2) 

b. What was your main profession one year ago?    EPCLC 

....................................................................................... (worded clearly) 

 

c. Were you?                    ESTC 

1. Self-employed, or salaried boss of your company � I8 
2. An employee (except company bosses)� I2 e. 

3. You helped a member of your family in their work without being paid. 

d. What was the profession of the person you were helping?    EPAI  

e. Were you an employee of…?           ECHPUB 

1. The State  
2. A local authority, social housing organisation � I4 
3. A hospital or a social security body � I4 
4. A private individual (undertaking an activity which is not that of the private individual) � 
I3. 
5. A public company (The Post Office, EDF-GDF, etc.) � I3. 
6. Of a private company, a charity� I3. 

 

f. More details on this categorisation: organisation, grade, etc.:  EGRADE 

 

If M. worked for a company last year and has changed position or role since 
ECHPUB=4,5,6 or (CHPUB=4,5,6 and DATANT>=1 and MENSAL=2)  

I3In your main job (restate profession and main employer), were you categorised as? 
           EQPRCR 

1. Specialised labourer or worker  
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker, workshop technician 



3. Technician  
4. Supervisor, administrative or commercial supervisor, sales rep (non managerial)  
6. Engineer, middle manager (except directors or their direct deputies)  
7. General director, direct deputy  
8. Office worker, sales assistant, service personnel  
9. Other 

 

If M. worked in the public sector and has changed position or role since ECHPUB=1,2,3 
or (CHPUB=1,2,3 and DATANT>=1 and MENSAL=2)  

I4In your main job (restate profession and main employer), were you categorised as? 
           EQPRCU 

1. Specialised labourer or worker  
2. Qualified or highly qualified worker  
3. Technician  
4. Category C or D personnel  
5. Category B personnel  
6. Category A personnel  
7. Other 

 

If M. worked for a company or in the public sector and has changed position or role 
since ECHPUB=1,2,3,4,5,6 or (CHPUB=1,2,3,4,5,6 and DATANT>=1 and MENSAL=2)  

I5 a. What was your main role?       EFONCT 

1. Production, works, operations  
2. Installation, repair, maintenance  
3. Security, cleaning, household tasks  
4. Handling, warehousing, logistics  
5. Secretarial, data entry, reception  
6. Management, accounting  
7. Sales, market development  
8. Studies, research and development, techniques  
9. Teaching, caring for people  
10. Other role ���� I5b 

 
b. Specify:                                        E10FON 

 

If M. was a public sector employee  

ESTC=2 and ECHPUB=1,2,3 



 

I6 Were you?          ETITC 

1. Trainee civil servant or intern  
2. Incumbent  
3. A contracted member of staff 

If M. was the employee of a private individual of a company or contracted employee of a 
company or contracted employee of the civil service ESTC=2 and (ECHPUB=4,5,6 or 
ETITC=3)  

I7 What type of work contract did you have?      ECONTR 

1. Open-ended contract  
2. Fixed term contract, not seasonal contract  
3. Seasonal contract  
4. Provisional contract or temporary contract  
5. Apprenticeship contract 

 
If M. has been with the present institution for less than one year ESTC=1,2 and 
DATANT<1  

I8What was the institution’s company name?     ENOMET 

 (or: what was the name of your employer)? 

 

If M. does not have the same professional situation as one year ago 

ESTC=1,2 and EOCCUA=1 and ECHPUB4  

I9 a. What was the company’s main business?      EACTCL  

b. How many employees were there in the institution where you worked? (for seasonal 
workers and occasional workers refer to the reference week)    ENBSAA 

0. Not applicable  
1. No employees  
2. 1 to 4 employees  
3. 5 to 9 employees  
4. 10 to 19 employees  
5. 20 to 49 employees  
6. 50 to 199 employees  
7. 200 to 499 employees  
8. 500 to 999 employees  
9. 1000 employees or more  
 



If M. was a company employee 
ESTC=2 and ECHPUB=5,6  

c. And how many employees worked for the company?     ENBSAB 

0. Not applicable (company with a single place of business)  
1. No employees  
2. 1 to 4 employees  
3. 5 to 9 employees  
4. 10 to 19 employees  
5. 20 to 49 employees  
6. 50 to 199 employees  
7. 200 to 499 employees  
8. 500 to 999 employees  
9. 1000 employees or more  
 

If M. was salaried 

ESTC=2  

I10 a. In your main job (restate the name of the profession and the main employer’s name), 
did you work part-time?         ETPP 

1. Yes  
2. No ���� I11a.  

b. What was your level of part-time work?      ETXPP 

1. Less than half-time (50 %)  
2. Half-time (50 %)  
3. Between 50% and 80%  
4. 80 %.  
5. More than 80% 

 
If M. was unemployed 
EOCCUA=2  

I11 a. What circumstances led to your being out of work?    ECREC 

1. You had finished your studies  
2. You had finished your national service  
3. You had finished a training course or apprenticeship  
4. You had left or lost a temporary job  
5. You had left or lost a fixed-term job  
6. You had left or lost an occasional job  
7. Economic redundancy  
8. Other redundancy  
9. You had resigned  



10. You had retired  
11. You had ended all economic activity  
12. You had never worked  

b. What was your professional situation one year ago?     ESITU 

1. You were looking for work  
2. You were not (or no longer) looking for work 

If M. was a student 

EOCCUA=3  

I12 a. Had you resumed studies or training following a break or were you still in initial 
education?           EETUD 

1. Studies or training following break  
2. Initial education or training  

b. What type of training were you attending?      ETFORM  

1. You were at school or university (in other words mainly attending a school or university 
institution).  
2. You were attending a training course with periods in a company and in a training centre 
(apprenticeship, sandwich course for example).  
3. You were attending another training course linked to work or the search for a job.  

c. In what type or year of education were you?      EFORM  

0. Training without a set level.  
1. Primary  
2. Pre-GCSE secondary education: years 6-9 

3. Years 10 & 11 vocational training: CAP (Professional Aptitude Certificate), BEP 
(Vocational Education Certificate, taken while completing apprenticeship.  
4. Years 10 & 11 vocational training: CAP (Professional Aptitude Certificate), BEP 
(Vocational Education Certificate, not taken while completing apprenticeship.  
5. General GCSE-level: Years 10 & 11, and 12 (Literature, Economics, Sciences, Arts). 
6. Second-cycle secondary technical or vocational training: other year 12 and final year 
studies (STT, STI (Science and Industrial Technology), …), Professional baccalaureate.  
7. First-cycle university-level education: DEUG (1st and 2nd year university studies), BTS 
(Higher Vocational Certificate), DUT (University Technology Diploma), nursing college, 
preparatory studies for the ‘grandes écoles’ (selective specialist higher education institutions). 
8. Second-cycle university-level education: first university degrees.  
9. Grande école, engineering or business school, 3rd university cycle: masters, DEA (Diploma 
of Advanced Studies), DESS (Postgraduate Degree), Doctorate. 

 

If M. was in the equivalent of year 10 or above  



EFORM=3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

 

b. Can you specify the name of the type or year of the last education you attended? 
(otherwise, give the highest certificate prepared for if the person was in his or her final 
year) 

Name of the certificate if the last year of education is the final year of study for a diploma 
(e.g.: BAC PRO, DEUG, BTS, etc). 

Name of the last year of education attended (e.g.: general secondary, vocational secondary, 
3rd year of pharmacy, etc). 

 
 

If M. was in general secondary education  

(EFORM=5)  

e. Specify the specialisation chosen:       EFORSG 

1. Literature  
2. Economics and social sciences  
3. Science  
4. No specialisation 

 
 

If M. was in technical or further education  

EFORM=3,4,6,7,8,9 

f. Specify the specialisation chosen:      EFORS 

 

If the specialisation is not in the previous list EFORS has failed 

g. Enter the complete name of the specialisation:    EFORIN  



 

J GEOGRAPHICAL AND 
SOCIAL BACKGROUND  

This module describes the professions of the interviewee's father and mother. 

The questions are asked of people being interviewed for the first time. 

The people interviewed as part of this module satisfy the following conditions: PRES1= 
EMPTY or V1ENQ= EMPTY. 

 

IF M.'S FATHER DOES NOT LIVE IN THE DWELLING  

J1 a. Was your father born in France or abroad?    NAIPER  

1. In France  
2. Abroad � J1 c. 

3. Does not know ���� J1 d. 

If M’s father was born in France NAIPER=1 

b. In which French département?       DEPPER 

If M’s father was born abroad NAIPER=2 

c. In which country?         PAIPER 

d. What was your father’s nationality at the time of his birth?    NATPER 

Indicate his country of nationality  

IF M. HAS FINISHED HIS INITIAL EDUCATION OR IF M’S FATHER DOES NOT 
LIVE IN THE DWELLING PERE=EMPTY OR FORTER≠2 

J2 a. What was your father’s profession?     OPROFP 

Indicate your father’s profession at the time when M. finished his initial education;  

Otherwise, indicate your father's current profession  

........................... If he had no profession, enter SP 



........................... If M.s father is unknown, enter X  
If M.’s father had a profession  

OPROFP≠SP,X 

b. Did your father work?        OTRAVP  

1. For himself or as an employee, but as boss of his company 
2. As an employee ���� J3 a. 

3. As a family helper ���� J3 a. 

c. Number of permanent employees?      OSALPP 

1. No employees  
2. 1 to 4 employees  
3. 5 to 9 employees  
4. 10 to 19 employees  
5. 20 to 49 employees  
6. 50 to 199 employees  
7. 200 to 499 employees  
8. 500 to 999 employees  
9. 1000 employees or more 

 

IF M.'S MOTHER DOES NOT LIVE IN THE DWELLING  

J1 a. Was your mother born in France or abroad?    NAIMER  

1. In France  
2. Abroad � J3c. 

3. Does not know � J3 d. 

If M’s mother was born in France NAIMER=1  

b. In which French département?       DEPMER 

 

If M’s mother was born in France NAIMER=2  

c. In which country?         PAIMER  

d. What was your mother’s nationality at the time of her birth?   NATMER  

Indicate her country of nationality  



IF M. HAS FINISHED HIS INITIAL EDUCATION OR IF M’S MOTHER DOES NOT 
LIVE IN THE DWELLING MERE=EMPTY OR FORTER≠2 

J4 a. What was your mother’s profession?     OPROFM 

Indicate M's mother's profession at the time when M. finished his initial education; Otherwise, 
indicate the mother’s current profession  

........................... If she had no profession, enter SP 

........................... If the mother is unknown, enter X  
 

If M.’s mother had a profession OPROFM≠SP,X 

b. Did your mother work?        OTRAVM  

1. For herself or as an employee, but as boss of her company 
2. As an employee � End of module � J 
3. As a family helper � End of module J 

c. Number of permanent employees?      OSALPM  

1. No employees  
2. 1 to 4 employees  
3. 5 to 9 employees  
4. 10 to 19 employees  
5. 20 to 49 employees  
6. 50 to 199 employees  
7. 200 to 499 employees  
8. 500 to 999 employees  
9. 1000 employees or more 

 

 

 

 



K MONTHLY CALENDAR  

RETROSPECTIVE OF 
ACTIVITY  

 

This module describes the main situation of the person during the last 12 months, starting 
in the survey month 

The questions are asked of people being interviewed for the first time. 

The people interviewed as part of this module satisfy the following conditions: (PRES1= 
EMPTY or V1ENQ= EMPTY). 

 
 

We will restate, month by month, your situation over the last year 

 
 

K1 This month (or: in the month of) what is/was your main situation? SP01 to SP12  

1. Self-employed or helping a member of your family in their work without being paid  
2. Employee of an open-ended period  
3. Employee with a fixed-term contract, temporary worker, apprenticeship, seasonal work  
4. Unemployed  
5. Pupil, student, unpaid trainee  
6. Military personnel on national service  
7. Retired, taken early retirement, retired from business  
8. Housewife/husband  
9. Other inactive 


